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Chapter 541 - 526: Infiltration 1 

Fallen Angel guild headquarter. 

Currently, Sera was sitting on the same throne Lucifer used to use; she was acting as a temporary guild 

master, the real guild master would soon arrive in the capital with the other, before then the guild rank 

must be increased, being the fifth among the seven guilds wouldn't work.  

Looking at the blue window floating before her, Sera sighed. 

{Fallen Angel guild ??? 

Rank 5 

Current members: 50  

Fame points: 8000  

Current leader: Shadow of Death (Temporarily)}  

Suddenly another notification rang out. 

[Warning: Your guild is about to be attacked. Somehow, the others guilds learned about what happened 

and wished to swallow you. 

Goal: Survive for three days. 

Rewards: 2000 Fame points, +1 level for normal members, and + 2 levels for the Guild master. 

Failure: Guild dissolution]  

Upon reading the quest description, Sera's lips formed a beautiful smile, and she sneered. 

''I knew they would come but not this soon.''  

''What are we going to do?"  

A voice rang out beside Sera; she was not surprised by this voice as she knew she had been there since 

the beginning. Looking at Alice in the corner, Sera chuckled and declared.  

''The main instigator of the current situation must be the Fourth guild, Pandora. I believe that the upper 

guilds are too busy climbing the Tower to have time for something like this. Pandora's guild master must 

have instigated the sixth and seventh guild to strike, but I have anticipated something like this.''  

Alice nodded; if Sera hadn't anticipated even this, then she would be disappointed. Sera continued by 

giving the following order 

''Active the guild defense while attacking the intruders from time to time. I will go clean up while they 

are busy trying to force their way through. From the spies I have planted, I got the necessary 

information; while it would be impossible to take them down in a short period, the other two weren't 

tough to deal with if you are prepared sufficiently. I'll do what I'm best at.''  



Following her declaration, Sera's figure vanished after adorned an ominous-looking black mask, the 

slaughter goddess was about to be unleashed, and the two guilds who believed that the Shadow of 

death suffered a serious injury and could move would suffer a great.  

Tonight, the outer capital was about to be shaken like in the morning when they learned that Lucifer had 

been killed. Alice shook her head while thinking; Sera seemed to have become lively since her arrival in 

Exodus. 

•••••  

Alkan's City Underworld.  

A meeting was taking place, the leaders of the dark guilds had reunited to find the culprit of their recent 

uneasiness. 

Bang!  

There was a sudden sound, and the table in the middle of the room was split into half under the man's 

punch. 

''Calm down, Jellal.'' Said the only woman in the room, the leader of the Dark Fang. 

The man named Jellal roared; he was the leader of the Blood Chalice Guild, the same guild Alex 

destroyed.  

''Fuck you, Selene. You can say that because it wasn't your guild that got destroyed and your storehouse 

emptied.''  

Selene stayed silent, but the smile on her face indicated that although she was trying to soothe Jellal, 

she was secretly enjoying his misfortune.  

The atmosphere turned tense, and finally, the last person who had not talked since the start opened his 

mouth and said. 

''You two should calm down, now is not the time for infighting. We should allocate more men to survey 

the portal; Alex is still inside the city, hiding somewhere, waiting for the situation to calm down before 

escaping. However, we must not let him escape. We will temporarily stop our activities. Jellal will work 

with me to check the northern part of the city while you, Selene, take care of the western part, which is 

also under your jurisdiction. I have bribed the officials so there will no trouble as long you control 

yourself.''  

Jellal snorted but didn't dare to say anything while Selene smiled like a maiden in love; she could act 

without restraint.  

After a few casual orders, the meeting came to an end. 

At the same time, in a tavern in the western part of the city, an intoxicated woman leaned against the 

counter seemingly drunk; her skirt was slightly rolled up, letting one glimpse at her peerless white tight, 

this made the man sitting beside him hormones rose, and his breathing quickened in as he glanced into 

her cleavage from above.  



Gulp!  

Simpson gulped, not being able to momentarily hide the lust in his eyes, the desire to tear apart the 

clothes of the black beauty with icy blue eyes beside him. Still, he knew he must act hastily if not 

everything he had built up in a few days would be for naught. He chanced upon this beauty a few days 

ago and was immediately smitten. Unfortunately, her guard was too high, frustrating him, but slowly he 

cracked it, resulting in the current situation; he just had to wait for the medicine to kick in.  

''Ahhh! I'm feeling hot; please help me back to my inn.'' The black-haired beauty mumbled; her voice 

was too alluring, making even the bartender's body jolt.  

Simpson grinned while inwardly mumbling 'finally.'  

''Don't worry, Elaine, I, Simpson, will help you get back; you have my word.''  

Simpson's words sound like that of a gentleman without any ulterior motive. Still, most of those present 

knew well what would happen; they looked at the black-haired beauty with a look of pity, but they 

dared not to intervene because of Simpson status, he is the deputy leader of the Dark Fang, the ruler of 

the western part, so naturally, nobody would try to mess up with him.  

Looking at the men and women turning blind eyes on what he was about to do, Simpson grinned; feeling 

important, he smirked before lowering his body to help the black-haired beauty, and they left the 

tavern. The tavern regained its liveliness after the two were gone.  

Outside in a dark alley, Simpson, who could not control himself anymore, leaned forward to forcibly kiss 

the black-haired beauty when she suddenly lifted her head, and her icy blue eyes sent chill down 

Simpson's spine.  

''What?" He exclaimed and tried to fall back when suddenly a sickening sound was heard.  

Crack!  

Simpson's balls were crushed, and before he could cry, he received a chop in the neck and fell to the 

ground. Then the face of the black-haired beauty changed to that of Alex, who spat. 

''Fuck! Never again.''  

Switching back to a plain face, Alex placed Simpson on his shoulder before vanishing. 

Chapter 542 - 527: Infiltration 2 

The following morning Simpson left his small manor; as usual, he acted haughtily and headed to the 

same tavern. 

Unlike what one would have expected, the tavern was packed in the morning; NPCs and players were 

drinking even while the sun just rose.  

The moment Simpson entered, there was a momentary silence before one of the customers, a player, 

whistled.  

''Wow! Our leader sure enjoyed himself last, judging by happy he looked. I'm so jealous.''  



''Hahahaha! Benson, you're right. Leader never misses out on an opportunity to taste any pretty flower. 

It's a shame that they wither after leader's rough treatment; if not, we would have enjoyed it as well.'' 

Another man said, another one of Simpson men, a skinny man with a shiny head, he got the nickname 

Shiny head.  

Most of the customers burst into laughter as they were well aware of how the women who caught 

Simpson's interest ended up.  

Simpson snorted but couldn't hide the grin forming on his face; he sat down next to Benson and 

ordered. 

''Bart, a Spirit ale, please.''  

The bartender was not surprised by Simpson's order as it was the same drink he used to order after 

spending a streamy night with a girl.  

While serving the drink, the bartender could not hide his curiosity any longer, so he asked.  

''How was it?"  

The others nearby perked their ears as they were also curious; hearing the details of another man 

streamy would help them have a nice day, so they believed.  

Simpson gulped down one mouthful of Spirit ale, the burning taste of the strong alcohol burnt his 

throat, making his body slightly tremble, his eyes turned misty as if he was drunk before he suddenly 

burst into laughter, he laughed for a moment before answering. Nobody found his movement unusual 

as it usually how he acted. 

''Hehehehe! That chick was a rebellious one.''  

Upon hearing the past tense in Simpson's words, those still harboring the thought of tasting the ice 

beauty dropped the idea as they knew it was no longer possible.  

'What a shame.' Thought most of them, but they chose to continue listening to Simpson's story.  

''Ah! Although drunk, it was not easy to tame her; she was so unruly, really unruly. Ah! I still remember 

those sharp nails piercing my back as I finally pierced the heaven door.''  

The men shuddered and a certain part down there threatening to rise as they imagined being in 

Simpson's place; the few women frowned in disgust but dared not to show it. 

Simpson's following words made the male hormones skyrocket 

''And you know the good part? The bitch was still a virgin, so imagine the pleasure, hehehe, I don't need 

to describe to you, do I?''  

There was a silence that temporarily permeated the tavern before curses started to rain down. Most of 

the men cursed for their inaction; nowadays, to chance upon a virgin girl even among NPCs was 

extremely rare if you don't want to go to the Lolicon route, something none of them was sick enough to 

attempt. 



''Hehehehe! Fall into despair, only a strong man with a heavenly aura like myself could enjoy that kind of 

woman. I don't mind you praising me; maybe if I'm happy enough next time, I might think letting you 

have a taste after I'm done.''  

'Here he goes again.'  

Thought most of the men but dared not to voice out, every single time Simpson slept with a new 

woman, he would boast and would end up saying these same words; it was almost like a catchphrase. 

Suddenly, the tavern turned silent because someone barged in, a weak-looking player, he was panting, 

he took him some time to finally catch his breath, lifting his head the man looked directly into Simpson's 

eyes and announced.  

''The guild master asks for your presence; there's an emergency meeting.''  

Benson and others members of the Dark guild sighed, for it to be an emergency meant that they would 

be busy from now on; maybe they couldn't have the time to enjoy a good drink for a while. This made 

them depressed, as they were lost in thoughts; none of them noticed the evil smile on Simpson's face 

when he heard that they would be at an emergency meeting.  

Half of an hour later, Simpson, Benson, and a few other men arrived before a small storehouse; the 

same messenger that informed them about the emergency used a password. The warehouse door 

opened, single stairs led downward; taking these stairs, the group arrived in an underground cave 

looking spacious; after a few turns, they arrived in a big hall where the other members of the Dark Fang 

were waiting.  

Simpson quickly scanned the hall and memorized a few faces first, inwardly he chuckled while 

mumbling. 'Infiltration succeed'  

Naturally, the current Simpson was none other than Alex disguised as Simpson, the real Simpson was 

beating up beyond recognition and was imprisoned deep underground in an abandoned somewhere, 

and even if he wanted to end his life, he wouldn't be able to as Alex had made sure he couldn't use 

anything to end his life, if he were to do it then there would be any meaning to everything Alex had 

done so far.  

After destroying Blood Chalice Guild and grinding for one day, Alex decided to move on to his next 

target; as he received that hidden quest ordering to erase the three dark guilds, he could only do it. So, 

after careful consideration, Alex decided to go after the Dark Fang located in the western part of the 

city; the reason for this choice was simple, this guild was slightly stronger than the Blood Chalice while 

True End Guild was the strongest, the guild master of Blood Chalice Guild would be probably with the 

True End Guild master as the rumors had it that, Blood Chalice Guild master and the Dark Fang guild 

master didn't like each other and never get along. 

Alex's plan was simple; after sneaking into the western part, he collected information and coincidentally 

learned about the Dark Fang deputy leader's strange hobby; he likes women, too much even.. After 

praying for Maria's forgiveness, Alex changed into her and lured Simpson into a trap, beat him up, and 

tortured him to learn more about him to impersonate him with the only purpose of infiltrating the Dark 

Fang headquarters for the second part of his plan to be executed. 



Chapter 543 - 528: Simpson, The Butcher 

Alex disguised as Simpson didn't have the time to check everybody before someone called his name. 

''Darling~ You are finally here. Come sit beside me.''  

The owner of this voice was a frail-looking woman, her lower body could be considered not bad, but the 

upper body made one almost puke, she had a big head like a watermelon, she had adam temple and the 

most disturbing thing was that she had a beard, even though it was thin it was disturbing coupled with 

the thick make up she put on, even gorilla with makeup looked beautiful than this woman.  

Alex felt the urge blow up her head, but he knew he must not act on impulse here. Calming down his 

impulse, he coldly snorted.  

''Fuck off, Elecktra. I'm not in the mood, and how many do I need to tell you that I'm not interested in 

pig? You are even worse than a pig.''  

Upon hearing Simpson's harsh words, Elecktra's body trembled; looking from afar, you could have 

thought that she was angry and was about to burst, but those familiar with her could only shake their 

heads and pity Simpson who had caught this female beast eyes.  

Alex felt a chill run down his spine, his body unconsciously trembled; he had heard from Simpson and 

saw his memories about this weird woman, but seeing and experiencing are two different things.  

Selene frowned upon seeing Alex's reaction, but she attributed it to his pale-looking face.  

'He must have enjoyed himself last night.' Selene thought before looking at Elecktra, still trembling; 

there was a disturbing light inside her eyes; they resembled heart-shaped light, and the look of ecstasy 

on her face as if she was having an orgasm was quite disturbing.  

Selene shook her head, feeling Elecktra's behavior truly disturbing, but she couldn't say anything as she 

was strong even while being a weirdo.  

'I truly pity Simpson; I don't want to be in his place.' 

Alex noticed the look of pity the guild master sitting on the highest seat was giving him and sighed in 

relief. 

〖You almost blow up your cover.〗Silveria said with a chuckle.  

'Yeah! I know, but if you were in my shoes, you'd done the same thing. That woman is too much. On top 

of being extremely ugly that the word ugly seemed to be lacking, she is an extreme Masochist. Just 

looking at her expression makes me want to vomit. Ugh!'  

Silveria nodded, sitting on her bed; she didn't dare to look at Elecktra; she put a mosaic on her face; the 

first time was already enough.  

Suddenly, Selene clapped her hands twice to gather everyone's attention, and after making sure she got 

them, she opened her mouth to explain the purpose of this emergency meeting.  

''As you know, a rat is challenging us.''  



'I wonder if a rat could destroy an entire guild?' Alex inwardly sneered but kept listening to Selene's 

words.  

''It has been decided that we will patrol the whole western part searching for this rat; he must be hiding 

somewhere. This is our home, and we know most of the face here, so we only have to target the 

newcomer. Have any of you heard of someone unusual entering this part of the city?''  

Nobody said anything as they thought if there was something like that in their area but soon found out 

that there was none.  

Suddenly, Alex raised his hand.  

''Oh? Simpson, do you have something to say?" Selene asked, a bit curious.  

Alex coughed and started to tell a lie he had prepared beforehand.  

''Cough! Cough! The ice beauty, cough! The woman I slept with last night told me something unusual 

happened around Gobi's store; the abandoned house there seemed to be occupied, and those that got 

closer would disappear never seen again. That woman's brother disappeared because he was curious. 

She tried to go there but got scared before getting closer; she said she said a silhouette of a man with an 

eye patch, I-"  

''What? Is that true?" Selene rose abruptly from her seat, forgetting about manners. Screw that; if those 

words were true, they struck gold; the description of the rat stated that he likes to wear an eye patch, 

and nobody here wears something like that.  

Alex slammed his right hand onto his chest and vouched that the female words were true.  

''At first, I thought it was a trap, so beat her up and torture her, yet her words never changed; even 

when she lost her life, she still insisted that she was not lying. You know my torture methods?''  

Everybody nodded; the reason why he got the deputy leader seat was because of how ruthless Simpson 

is when it comes to torturing someone, nobody among them could do well as he does.  

Remembering his ruthless method made them shudder; even the intoxicated expression on Elecktra's 

face disappeared when she remembered how bloody Simpson's torture sessions were. And because of 

this special of his, Simpson got a nickname that made even the members of the others guilds tremble; 

there's a saying that better be dead than end up in the Butcher's hands as if this were to happen then 

even death would be salvation.  

''Very good. This information is worth checking. I guess you didn't have the time to personally go check 

since you got called here, but at least you sent some men?"  

Alex nodded to indicate that he indeed did that. Selene nodded, pleased; she stayed silent for a moment 

before suddenly deciding.  

''We will bring half our men are encircle the abandoned house and apprehend the rat, Simpson you will-

"  

Selene stopped and glared at Simpson as he stopped her. 



''What is it?'' 

''Eh! I suggest that only a few of you go there while I'll stay behind, Elecktra as well with Carmel, Joshua, 

and Jackson to look after the headquarter while you, the guild master, is gone. This might be a trap, so 

in order not get done in like the Blood Chalice Guild, I thought about this plan.''  

Selene went silent for a moment to muse over Alex's words before finally deciding to follow Alex's plan.  

''Very good, we will follow the plan. Lend one of your men to lead the way..'' Selene ordered while Alex 

acting as Simpson nodded while secretly grinning.  

Chapter 544 - 529: Fireworks And A Certain Saintess 

Selene and a few men led by Simpson's men departed toward the location where a certain man with an 

eye patch seemed to be hiding. 

Simpson (Alex in disguise) was left behind with the others; after giving them a few orders as he was the 

only present with the highest authority, he looked at Elecktra, eyeing him like a hungry hyena, and asked 

as if he had given up.  

''Elecktra, what do you want?"  

Elecktra licked her lips and sauntered toward Alex; she stopped a few inches from Alex and said.  

''I just when I little bit of your time, come let talk in that room over there.'' She said, pointing toward the 

room next to the storehouse.  

The few men remaining shuddered and gave Alex a pitying look before retreating into the corners.  

Soon after Alex and Elecktra disappeared into that room, the sound of things getting broken was heard.  

''Wow! The butcher finally gives in. It seems to have found his match.''  

''Peh!" Someone spat out, controlling his urge to puke. 

Bang! Crash!  

''Oooooh!''  

The men heard a disturbing sound that seemed like a moan, and they couldn't help but shudder; one of 

them couldn't take any longer, and he said.  

''Forget, I will smoke to calm down.'' The man departed with a drained face, and soon the others 

followed as well as they couldn't bear to hear those sounds anymore.  

Shortly after they left, the sounds stopped. If one of them had walked in the room, they would have 

seen a gruesome sigh, Elektra lay twitching in the ground in a pool of blood, her face was gone due to 

the continuous bashing, her earliest cry wasn't because she was about to orgasm but because of the 

terrible pain.  

The moment the two entered, Elecktra, who was about to jump on Alex and rape him, was frozen under 

Alex's Time Stop, and her fate was sealed; she fainted shortly after.  



Alex breathed in and out; even though he had seen his fair of gruesome things, it was his first time doing 

something so brutal to a woman; he looked at the fainted Elecktra, whose head was almost deformed 

and arm twisted and sighed. He couldn't kill her, not yet. If not, Selene would learn what happened and 

hurry back here.  

Taking out a small flask, Alex first covered his nose before dropping it toward the ground.  

Kacha!  

The flask shattered upon touching the ground, and the gas it contained soon filled the room and even 

went outside.  

After confirming that there was anybody outside, Alex sneaked out and emptied the storehouse after 

deactivating the spying method (A/N: They are like cameras).  

Alex sneaked into the other rooms and dropped a few other flasks that contained the explosive gas; he 

made unconscious the three men who were about smoke; if he had let them, the whole headquarter 

would have exploded, thankfully none another person was smoking or using fire. 

Fifteen minutes passed in a flash, and Alex came out; just as he was about to go out, he encountered 

Jackson, who stopped him.  

''Simpson, where are you going? Didn't you say we must guard the headquarter in the absence of the 

guild master?"  

''Sigh! I need some fresh air; that pig raped me; if I weren't a true man, I would have been sucked dry.''  

''Ugh!'' Jackson stepped back and finally noticed Alex's face filled with lipstick; he patted Alex ok the 

shoulder to tell him to go freshening up outside.  

''Where are the others?" Alex asked as he was about to go out as if he didn't know that they must be 

Selene's sturdy room searching for an item.  

''They are in S- I mean the guild master's sturdy, cleaning up.''  

Alex inwardly sneered while heading outside.  

Just as he passed through the entrance, Jackson finally smelled the scent of something unusual in the 

air.  

''Sniff, Sniff! What's this?"  

''Oh! It's simply a chemical, an extremely explosive chemical.''  

A voice answered Jackson's question making him shudder; he abruptly turned around to see something 

flying.  

''What the he-"  

Jackson's words were cut off when the lighter Alex threw into the room came into contact with the gas 

in the air.  

Boom! Swoosh! Boom! Boom!  



A series of explosions occurred before a gigantic explosion finally occurred, almost as if a nuclear 

explosion had just hit the Dark Fang headquarter.  

Kabooooom!  

Alex, who escaped using accel, was flung into the sky due to the shockwave after the terrible explosion; 

he quickly controlled his body and landed before hiding.  

''What just happened?"  

''Is this is fireworks?"  

''You idiot, fireworks don't produce an earthquake. Quickly something terrible must have happened.''  

From others part of the city, words like these rang out, even the officials in the center of the city noticed 

the terrible explosion, the True End Guild master and the Blood Chalice Guild frowned simultaneously 

before heading to the location of the explosion, hoping that it wasn't what they were thinking. 

Near the abandoned house, Selene, who was about to enter the house, heard the terrible explosion, her 

face darkened, and her heart sank; she immediately hurried back, hoping to save at least something.  

''HOW DARE TO DO THIS?????? I'LL SLAUGHTER HIS WHOLE FAMILY.''  

Selene's roar resonated through the area, her chest moved up and down, and her eyes became 

bloodshot. Upon seeing the destruction that Alex provoked, her four years of hard work gone, Selene's 

mind turned pure white, and she froze in place.  

Then she heard a sound, an incredibly faint sound; her sense of danger flared up, but it was already too 

late before she could dodge.  

Psh!  

Something penetrated Selene's head from the back before her head burst open.  

Thud!  

''Selene!!!!!"  

The True End Guild and the Blood Chalice Guild Master witnessed this terrible with the former roaring as 

if he had gone mad before rushing toward Selene's corpse; as if to slap him, Selene's body disappeared 

into the light.  

''Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh!" The True End Guild master roared.  

During this time, Alex slipped away and went to his final destination, Selene who revived in one of the 

hidden temples, was killed before she could come out, like this one of the guild masters of the Dark 

guilds was eliminated. 

At the same time, in another city, a beautiful woman with golden hair and golden eyes with a holy aura 

surrounding her body frowned and mumbled.  

''How did it end up like this?" 



Kneeled before her were many players with a zealous expression on their faces as if standing before 

them was the most exalted person, the holiest person in the world. 

Luna sighed; she only wished for her man to be here; she didn't want any of these things; she only 

wanted to experience Alex's warm embrace, his touch.  

Chapter 545 - *Special 1: Their First Time 1 

''Come.''  

It was what she had said back then. 

Upon hearing such a tempting word, Alex didn't immediately jump on her; he looked at her lovingly 

before letting his hand wedge in the closed thighs. While he stroked her sensitive inner thighs, he 

waited for her to lose strength little by little. 

"An!" 

Alex continued to gently caress her body, slowly heating it without startling her too much.  

"How's it?"  

He whispered sensually before biting her ear, making her shiver in pleasure. She felt like she was about 

to lose her mind. 

"it…feels a bit good," Luna answered shyly. 

While satisfied by her innocent reaction, Alex further caressed her thighs. Before long, her body lost its 

strength, and her expression loosened. Judging that the time was right, he made his finger crawl on her 

wet genital and stopped above her clitoris.  

This made her yelp in surprise, but as fast as it happened, her expression began to melt even more.  

With an evil grin reminiscent of a bad wolf trying to swallow the poor sheep, Alex asked an unexpected 

question. 

"Have you masturbated like this before?"  

Luna stammered at this question for a short while before finally nodding while hanging her head in 

shame. But Alex didn't mind her silence and chuckled. He wanted to tease her more. Make her blush 

more. Ask her more private questions and bask in her cute blushing face because the sadistic inside him 

wanted this, but Alex decided against it. 

'I need to get hold of myself. It's her first time.' 

They could play as they wished later. But he wanted her first time to be a sweet memory she couldn't 

forget until death part them apart. 

Thinking so, he pushed t his finger forward and began to slide his finger up and down on her moist thin 

slit.  

Luna immediately gripped the bed sheet as her body jerked upward. He could feel a little bit of fear in 

her, so with his free hand, he hugged her to soothe her. 



Alex eagerly bent down and kissed her gently; Luna immediately reciprocated as the two started a 

heated-up kiss battle that lasted five minutes.  

When they stopped, Luna was out of breath, and her face was flushed red; it was intoxicating and a sign 

that makes male hormones rise.  

Alex bent over again and immediately stole her lips, and another kiss battle began. While kissing her, he 

wrapped his hand around her beautiful breasts. 

He continued to knead them with his palm while enjoying the feeling of her breast. Luna moaned into 

his mouth while her body kept trembling. 

Alex's second hand was not idling either; using it, he massaged her clitoris, enabling Luna's body to 

twitch a few times.  

Luna's body convulsed even more when Alex stopped kissing her and immediately attacked her left 

breast; he brought the nipple into his mouth and rolled it around while soaking it with saliva while 

simultaneously pinching her clitoris.  

''!!!!!!!!!"  

Luna's body trembled, and she had her first climax. Luna's convulsions continued for a short while 

before she finally stopped. Alex, slowly raising his body while using one of his hands, managed to 

observe her dazed and blushing expression as she breathed roughly.  

The scent of the room, already filled with her scent, made Alex's breathing quicken as if he was one 

aphrodisiac.  

Alex chuckled before coating his fingers with the love juices flowing from her vagina and rubbing all over 

the inner labia that had swollen out in arousal. 

"Ah, ahh… ah, ahn." 

His finger stimulated her softened flesh in every direction like he was stirring her up. A ticklish pleasure 

soon ruled her crotch. 

"Ah~... something, something entered." 

"It's just a finger. If it hurts, then tell me." 

"It doesn't… hurt...Please… Don't stop." 

Alex nodded before accelerating the movement of his finger.  

''Ohhhhhhhh!''  

Luna had never known how sensitive that part of her body was. Usually, when she masturbated, it 

wasn't this sensitive. The current her felt as if all her body was on fire.  

She stifled a scream of pleasure when Alex's fingers captured her clitoris. His thumb and forefinger 

pinched and lightly rolled around the pleasantly hard flesh bud. 

"Ah~!" 



The stimulation was too powerful, so her limbs trembled uncontrollably. He gave a focused vibration to 

the clitoris held between his two nectar-soaked fingers.  

''Ehh! You seemed sensitive over here.'' 

Alex said before immediately attacking that area, prompting Luna's body to jerk violently. 

Ah…stop. N-no, wh-what? I…this feels weird…I! Ah~!" 

It's said that woman's clitoris was sensitive, and Alex was attacking more than just that; while attacking 

her lower mouth, his mouth kept sucking on her right breast, and he suddenly bit it.  

Suddenly, Luna experienced her second climax of the day. One that lasted even longer than the previous 

one.  

''I think that this should be enough!" Alex said as he could feel his cock twitching in anticipation.  

Finally lowering her gaze onto that thing she previously dared not to look at. Luna trembled in 

embarrassment and worried as Alex grabbed her slender ankles and spread her thighs wide enough to 

see what lay between them. He brought his manly cock right up to the hidden red flowers sitting open at 

her crotch. 

The tip of his hard erection pressed against the nectar-wet valley, and his precum mixed with the sexual 

juices flooding her maiden slit. 

"Nn~!" 

Luna's body trembled again. 

Looking at her with a gaze filled with love, Alex muttered. 

''I'm going in!"  

It was time for the maiden who had kept her virginity for two lives to lose it finally. 

Chapter 546 - *Special 1: Their First Time 2 

''I'm going in!"  

The moment Luna heard those words, she felt as if her heart would explode. She had dreamed of this 

very moment for years. At some time, she even becomes anxious, wondering what would have 

happened if Alex didn't remember her? Or what if he didn't love her anymore? But now, all these things, 

all these fears vanished to be replaced by overwhelming happiness. 

With misty eyes, Luna said something that made Alex's reasoning fly out of the window.  

''Do as you like, please make a mess out of me.'' 

Letting out a big sigh at how destructive Luna's words were, Alex bent down and kissed her deeply, their 

bodies slowly entwining. 

Finally, while Luna was focused entirely on the kiss, he slowly pushed his gland in her tight vagina. 

"Nn~" 



Luna leaked out a small groan. Having something bigger than a finger spread her entrance was a bit 

painful. At the same time, her body that was driven into climax several times, was rampaging from 

expecting pleasure and began to convulse. 

Meanwhile, Alex could feel a fierce resistance once he reached her hymen. He stopped first and 

considered for a moment before finally deciding that piercing through in one go would be better for 

Luna. 

Then Alex suddenly blurted out. 

''My love, I am sorry." 

"Wha~" Luna was surprised. 

Her hips shook the moment he gave a deep thrust. 

"Ah, ahh~!" 

At that moment, she lost the chastity she had protected for so long. 

Her thin eyebrows curved as that thick stake was driven into her. At the same time, pain surged through 

her crotch. 

Luna stifled a scream from the intense pain racing through her hidden hole as her hymen was broken 

and hugged Alex tightly. At the same time, her nails scratched his back, but he did not mind as the pain 

she was feeling was, without a doubt, way worse than what he felt at the moment. He continued to look 

at Luna with his eyes filled with love and worries. 

The part connecting them had red blood flowing. It was proof that she was a virgin a while ago. 

Unconsciously, Luna was tightening around his cock painfully. The vagina's wavy folds entangled his 

penis; it felt so good that he thought he might ejaculate even if he did not move.  

Alex calmly waited even when Luna urged him to continue saying she was fine. The best solution in 

situations like these was to wait patiently. 

Deciding that she needed more time to adapt, Alex switched method and began to nibble on Luna's ear 

before trailing down kisses on her neck. While doing so, his right hand was rolling her nipple with his 

fingers, sometimes pinching them, playing with them. 

It didn't take long for her expression of pain to loosen up before melting again in pleasure. It was clear 

that she was extremely sensitive. What's more, he knew that his life energy was also bringing her 

pleasure. 

Alex could already feel her vagina twitch and moisten. 

"I am going to move," Alex announced, and Luna nodded. 

"Y-yeah." 

Alex slowly began to move further his waist until It was swallowed up to the base just like that, the point 

bumped against the mouth of her womb. Her vagina shut hard and tightened around the whole penis. 



Even though her vagina's entrance was tight, it was thankfully rather deep and could accommodate his 

full length. 

He then began to go back and forth while slowly accelerating. It did not take long for Medea to begin 

moving her waist alongside him. 

With each thrust, her womb twisted, her slender body jumped, and moans escaped her thin lips. 

Luna was astonished at how amazing a woman she was; none of the previous women he slept with in his 

previous life could hold a candle to Luna. The tightness was to be expected with a virgin, but the way 

she moaned in joy and agony was indescribably sexy. She stirred up his sadism like no one else. 

At first, Alex had considered being a little gentler with her, but she made him want to do it more 

roughly. 

He lifted her, so she was seated on his lap and thrust powerfully up into her from below. To avoid the 

pain of having her full weight gathered on their union, she desperately clung to his body. 

"Ah~! Ah~ !" 

Beads of sweat appeared on her flushed face, and heated breaths escaped her lips thanks to the 

unknown feeling surging through her entire body. 

Luna's love juices dripped out with an obscenely wet sound while Alex's massive member thrust in and 

out of her. Compared to his last life, it was indeed massive. 

The woman hailed as Saintess's mind gradually faded away, and she had trouble thinking straight, 

almost like she had a serious fever. A vague white feeling surrounded her, and she could focus only on 

the presence of the giant penis thrusting up into her crotch. 

Whenever Alex's massive cock rubbed her vaginal wall, a seemingly pleasured panting voice leaked out 

from her mouth. Her panting voice was as clear as a bell; hearing it pleased him to no end. Having her 

purr with a caress was fine but making her cry with his penis was the best. 

Alex abruptly changed his angle; her body started trembling. He focused on the same place and rubbed 

his glans. 

Pak! Pak!  

The sound of flesh colliding against flesh resounded; Luna never knew that sex would be this amazing; 

somehow, she was afraid of getting addicted to this feeling. 

''Lex, anhhh! Amazing! I-I'm about to cum again!!" 

''Don't I'm going to make you cum as much you want, I will mess up with you so badly that you will be 

unable to walk out tomorrow.'' Alex declared and kept pistoning faster.  

As if Alex's words were some kind of trigger.  

''Anhhhhhhhhh! Cumming!!!!" 



Luna screamed again and hugged him tightly. Her hot vagina began to contract, making Alex lose the 

little amount of control he had left. 

The giant object inside her grew even larger and throbbed while she could feel something coursing 

through it. 

Growling deeply, Alex kissed her as he began to release his semen inside of her. 

"I-I'm cumming!" He announced while a hot liquid erupted from the tip. 

"Ahhhhhiii, it's going inside me. Th-there's so much. Ah~ !" 

A hot liquid was spreading within her vagina. And while she experienced being cummed inside for the 

first time, she also achieved another climax. 

Luna's body convulsed a few more times before falling on the bed.  

Looking at Luna, whose breathing was extremely chaotic, Alex declared with an innocent smile.  

''Let's continue again."  

''Ahhhh?"  

Chapter 547 - *Special 1: Their First Time 3 

Almost without warning, Alex's member, who had regained his vigor after a short period of rest, pierced 

Luna's cave. 

Luna gasped in surprise. Her body, which had not recovered yet from Alex's last stunt, shivered fiercely. 

Alex smirked and started to thrust, moving his waist up and down and slamming his balls against her 

hole. 

Luna was already completely wet, so Alex's cock slid inside easily. It pierced her lower lips and hit her 

womb. 

"Ugh…" She let out a soft groan of pain and pleasure. She tried to twist her body again, but Alex held her 

hands, so she could not move. 

For some reason, seeing her helpless state filled Alex with even more lust. He felt an incredible urge to 

bully her just to see her teary eyes. 

"L-lex, s-slow down, please…" Luna pleaded. 

"Sure." Alex smiled as if he would do what she asked, but his following actions did not follow his words 

at all. Instead of slowing down, his thrusts became faster. Luna gasped deeply and groaned in pleasure.  

Although it was her who had said to make a mess out of her, she hadn't expected Alex to be this intense 

and to recover his stamina so quickly. 

Alex lowered his body and licked her neck and armpit, and bit her nipples. One of his hands held her 

hands above her head firmly with an iron grip, while his other hand caressed and pinched her abdomen 

and legs. 



Finally, his hand moved to her vulva. Alex used his fingers to rub the small plains of short hair between 

her legs, making the Saintess moan loudly. 

Then, when Luna was getting used to the pleasure, Alex grinned and pulled the hair up. 

"Ugh…~"  

Immediately Luna moaned in pain. A shiver ran through her body, and her walls tightened around Alex's 

cock, making him shiver in pleasure. 

Alex decided to tease her a bit more as his sadistic side seemed to have awoken entirely. His teeth left 

minor marks around her breast and neck, biting and licking mercilessly, the mix of pain and pleasure 

combined to bring her orgasm to greater heights. 

"L-Lex…!" With a loud cry, Alex felt Luna orgasm. 

"N-No…" 

After the flood of love juices drenched Alex's waist, Luna gasped. She opened her eyes and panted 

heavily while looking at Alex with a pitiful expression. 

She was like a small animal being bullied by its owner, without a place to vent its grievances. 

However, Alex, who had not cummed yet, was still not satisfied. There was a trick he had to sue yet. 

With a malicious smile, Alex suddenly licked her ear and bit her earlobe. 

"I never thought my beloved Luna would be this adorable yet a bit perverted asking to make a mess out 

of her." 

"… Lex, Ugh!…" 

Luna's body trembled; she knew Alex was teasing her, and yet she could help but feel ashamed; her 

teary eyes were adorable. So adorable that Alex wanted to see more of them. 

"I wonder what those fans of yours will do upon seeing the current you?" 

"!!!" 

Luna's eyes opened wide. She looked at Alex as though looking a ghost, and her face turned pale. 

But in the next moment, she felt Alex's massive cock moving again. 

Luna moaned involuntarily; she was still sensitive after her last orgasm; she wanted to move. 

Unfortunately, her hands were firmly on Alex's grasp, so the pitiful Luna could only bite her lips as she 

suffered Alex's merciless pistoning. 

"S-Stop… Lex, wait…" 

"I'm sorry, I can't wait." Obviously, Alex refused her offer; he smirked and put strength on his waist; by 

doing so, he gained more momentum, so his penis pierced her most profound part. Luna gasped, and 

her body shivered. She bit her lips until leaking a bit of blood to stifle the intense moan that was about 

to leak out for fear of making more sadistic, but even like that, her mouth let out a soft grunt. 



"Mm…" 

Meanwhile, the rest of Alex continued doing his work. Alex brought his mouth to her shoulders and bit 

her like a vampire, drawing a bit of blood. The bite provoked that Luna's walls to suddenly tighten even 

more around his cock, and it became a bit hard to move. 

So, Alex thrust hard while enjoying her tight cave. Luna shuddered and quivered as her body spasmed 

due to the pleasure. 

"Ahnn…!" Finally, she let out another loud moan. 

"How lewd…" Alex laughed and whispered in her ear. Luna paled briefly, but the pleasure she was 

feeling overwhelmed her thoughts and made her moan again. 

After she moaned for the first time, Luna was unable to continue suppressing her moans. She moaned 

and screamed loudly. Her body twisted below Alex in joy, and her legs wrapped around his waist tightly 

grasping in place as if afraid he would go. 

Finally, Alex released Luna's hands, and she immediately instantly wrapped them around his neck. At the 

same time, she brought her mouth to Alex's shoulder and bit hard as if to pay back the grievance she 

previously suffered; somehow, this gesture, Alex's blood, made her even more connected with him; she 

felt secure and loved. 

Meanwhile, Alex grunted and abruptly turned around her body. Then, Alex started to thrust and thrust 

inside her in a doggy position, a position he loved. Luna's moans became even louder and lewder.  

Her cave had long become filled with love juices. The amount of love juice Luna produced was enough 

to drench the bed thoroughly. 

The slippery sounds of Alex's massive cock piercing her resounded in the room. It was mixed with the 

sound of her moans and created a choir of pervert sounds that overwhelmed Luna's senses and filled 

Alex with a fiery passion. 

Finally, when Alex felt she was about to orgasm again, he decided to bring their lovemaking to an end. A 

perfect orgasm would be perfect for their first time. 

Grabbing her waist, Alex moved in and out quickly. He slammed his waist on her ass while he used his 

teeth and tongue to bite and lick her back. Luna's body shivered repeatedly, and her eyes turned blank. 

"Lex, what is this...feeling? So deep… T-This… I-I'm dying…." 

Then suddenly, Luna's body spasmed. 

Once, twice, and thrice. 

At the same time, Alex grunted. The attacks of his waist turned faster, and finally, he felt his second 

orgasm coming; thus, he thrust in one last time and deposited his baby-filled seeds inside her womb. 

"Ohhh! Cumming…~" Luna screamed loudly, arching her back. Immediately after that, her body lost 

strength, and she collapsed in the bed. 



Alex took a deep breath and lay over her. The two stared at each other lovingly before sharing a kiss, 

and Alex stood up and cleaned the bed, made Luna take a bath before taking one, and finally, they slept 

together.  

The scent of their lovemaking still lingered in the air as if to remind them never to forget this memorable 

night. 

Chapter 548 - 530: How It Began 

Luna, who had somehow become the leader of a guild, could not help but sigh heavily, wondering how 

things turned out like this. 

Everything things happened a few days ago.  

Luna had just arrived in Exodus, and as she had fired, she got separated from the others; after searching 

for them, she concluded that it was only here who appeared here; this made her sad but remembering 

the final goal, she headed outside to complete quests to level up and acquire Fame points before 

heading to the capital.  

During a quest inside a hard-level difficulty dungeon, Luna faced an unexpected situation.  

Unexpectedly, twenty-five players were facing the final Boss of the dungeon; this Boss had a human 

figure but with a crow head; this boss was dressed in ragged clothes, floating before this boss was a 

grimoire.  

Immediately upon seeing the twenty-five players, Luna concluded that they were newbies who 

somehow ended up here; they weren't coordinated at all. Just with the flip of one of the pages of the 

grimoire erased three men, this made the remaining twenty-two panic, and a gap between their 

formation appeared, the boss was not going to miss out on such opportunity, the boss extended its claw 

and was ready to cast another spell.  

Luna was generous by nature. Maybe it was because of this she got the Saintess, so naturally, she 

couldn't just sit by and watch these players get wiped out. Finally, Luna stepped out.  

Her arrival drew everyone's attention; even the boss stopped and looked at her, the golden-haired 

young girl dressed in a spotless white robe, the first impression those players had was this woman 

mustn't be stained, so one of them shouted with determination.  

''Little sister, hurry up and retreat; we will hold him back; there is no need to die with us; it's our mistake 

we must not get dragged in.''  

Luna froze upon hearing those words; she was further shocked when the others nodded their heads as if 

to say they shared the same view as the man with the red armor.  

Upon seeing their behaviors, Luna couldn't help but feel a little amused as the corners of her mouth 

perked up. If previously she had acted upon her persona, this time she was moving because she saw that 

these players were worth her time, so she decided to go all out to save them; a 2 Stars Boss was not 

going to be easy. Still, Luna was not to be underestimated either.  



Unlike the twenty-two players, the 2 Stars Boss never saw Luna as a weak being; on the contrary, there 

was a dangerous aura surrounding this seemingly weak girl, which made the 2 Stars Boss sick; therefore, 

the boss decided to use its strongest skill.  

Kali, the 2 Stars Boss, started to chant as its grimoire pages flipped faster.  

''RETURNING DECEASED SOULS... HEED THE  

GUIDANCE OF THE GREAT GOD THOTH, SHOW YOURSELVES FROM THE HELL RIVER!''  

Rumble!  

There was a terrible rumbling sound that shocked the players making them slowly turn they're before 

they instantly turned pale. 

Standing before them was a sea of skeletons.  

''What? Why?"  

They couldn't believe what they were seeing; only death awaited them if they were to fight those 

skeletons; however, when they were about to lose faith and embrace death, they suddenly heard a 

voice that calmed their minds making them relieved.  

''Fall back and watch!"  

Maybe because she was too heated, Luna said something usually she shouldn't have said; however, 

even so, as if her words were the absolute truth, those players obeyed and stepped aside, allowing her 

to shine.  

''Double Instant Strengthening'' She shouted. 

Immediately following Luna's shout, a golden light covered her body, and from the other players' point 

of view, this light looked holy.  

Bang!  

The ground cracked under Luna's feet before she shot forward like a rocket and arrived before the army 

of skeletons.  

Boom! Crack!!!!  

A single punch erased more than ten skeletons. Those prayers standing on the sidelines were shocked.  

''So powerful.'' Muttered a small girl, there was a star shining inside her eyes; she had fallen entirely 

under Luna's charm.  

Bang! Bang! Boom!  

As if she was a tank, Luna moved forward, punching her way through the army of skeletons; Kali 

frowned upon seeing this scene; it seemed that he had underestimated this girl power, Kali decided to 

finish her before she could cause more damage to his undead army.  



Just as Kali was about to unleash another skill upon Luna, he froze because in the middle of the undead 

army, Luna raised her fist, which glowed in golden light, and she shouted.  

[4th Tier Holy Magic: Radiant Blessings]  

Golden light burst out from her body, and an illusionary image of angels seemed to have appeared 

behind Luna's back before covering the whole battlefield; those players felt all their fatigue being swept 

away, their HP restored while the undead army suffered a huge blow because Holy Magic, the Light 

Element being undead monster nemesis.  

Radiant Blessings golden light rapidly consumed the weak skeletons, turned them into ashes in the blink 

of an eye.  

This sudden turn of events shocked Kali; his summoned skeletons were erased before he could even 

intervene. Then before he knew it, Luna's figure shot forward like a missile, appearing before him.  

Although he was shocked, Kali still reacted by doing dodging to the side; however, he soon found out 

that Luna's goal since the start had never been to strike him but to snatch away the ominous staff he 

used to cast spells.  

Kali's body shuddered when its connection with the great staff was cut off suddenly; Luna had stowed it 

away in her item box, an isolated space.  

 [6th Holy Magic: Judgement Spear]  

A peerless white spear manifested in the sky before piercing Kali's body which became momentary 

frozen when his connection with the great staff got cut off. 

Boom!  

''!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!" 

A white light covered Kali's body, and after the light disappeared, Kali was no more, and like an angel, 

Luna slowly descended toward the ground. 

Silence permeated the whole floor before suddenly, the same man who suggested Luna to retreat 

kneeled and declared. 

''Hail to the Saintess!"  

At first, nobody said anything but sounds; the other twenty-one players followed and shouted in turn.  

''Hail to the Saintess!"  

''Hail to the Saintess!"  

Luna was dumbfounded even more when those players decided to follow her and established a guild a 

few days later, with her as the guild master.  

~Back to the Present 

Looking at the fifty men and women kneeling before her, a subtle smile formed on Luna's face, and she 

declared.  



''We shall move and crush the Eternal Forest Guild, then we will head to the capital.''  

The kneeling men and women nodded; Luna smiled; she wondered how surprised Alex would be once 

he knew that she had established a guild? It was not something she had previously planned, but now 

that it has become like this, better use this opportunity to accomplish something; maybe she would be 

the only person to have established a guild. 

The guild master of the Radiant Guild smiled, thinking about Alex's surprised face; she wondered what 

kind of reward she would get.  

Chapter 549 - 531: The Lucky Girls 

At the same time, in another location, black haired beauty with a bored look on her face was listening to 

an old man's speech. 

''In the very beginning of the beginning, the forgotten sea of sand was ruled by Ra, under the pharaoh 

rule, the people lived and worked in peace.''  

The old man stopped as if to catch his breath before suddenly continuing.  

''But the good times didn't last; after the seven gods one after another, Ra fell into a deep slumber, 

leaving his throne behind. The seven gods fought each other for Ra's throne, and the world descended 

into chaos. To determine the True God, the seven gods started Ragnarok, the battle of Gods, and only 

the victor would be seen as the True God, the leader of the Forgotten Sea of Sand, the descended God 

which will ascend to the next world.''  

'What a cliché line.' the black-haired beauty thought but did not voice it out.  

''You mortals who appeared in this world have the power to challenge the gods. The one that defeated 

the old god will receive the proof of the new God- the shard of the Gods. Then the battle of Gods will 

start again, and the Forgotten Sea of Sand will welcome its new master! But we residents of-"  

The black-haired beauty abruptly cut off the old man.  

''Old man can to cut to the chase and tell us why we are gathered here? I'm starting to get bored here, I 

don't care for the others, but me, I'm getting fed up of your rambling, so make it short.''  

The old man's face momentarily twitched before he regained his calm faster than a chameleon changing 

color. The other players frowned and glared at the black-haired who paid no heed to them as if they 

never existed while secretly fiddling with the small gray stone inside her pocket; she believed that this 

must be the thing that made her get summoned into this hot desert, in the distance stood a tall pyramid 

remindful of Egypt beautiful Pyramids.  

The old man sighed while inwardly thinking that youngsters nowadays are impatient. 

''To make it short, every one of you presents here has received some kind of proof to be summoned into 

the Forgotten Sea of Sand.''  

Upon hearing the old man's words, everyone the players present nodded their heads as they 

remembered how they struggled before appearing here and what they had acquired; that must have 

been the proof the older man was talking about.  



The old man nodded upon seeing their reactions; he cleared his throat and pointed behind her back, 

more specifically at the giant pyramid behind him.  

''You see that pyramid over there is your final destination, the pyramid of Horus, the Seven Gods await 

you them, you who have proven yourself. You must kill one of the seven gods to acquire their shard of 

God before proceeding to the next floor in the pyramid; the final victor shall become the True God and, 

at the same time, the owner of the Forgotten Sea of Sand.'' the old man explained.  

The black-haired beauty chuckled and did not wait for the old man to continue before departing. This 

startled the others; when one of them tried to intervene, he was stopped by a handsome man who 

appeared to be the leader of this group.  

''Josh, let her go. Her wellbeing has nothing to do with us. We finally managed to get into the tower; we 

must not wait our time on a fool.''  

The man named Josh nodded before giving the handsome man a polite bow.  

''Understand Vice guild master.''  

The handsome man nodded pleased before glancing in the black-haired beauty's direction and frowned; 

he had purposely raised his voice a bit to let the black-haired beauty hear his voice, thinking maybe she 

might react, but unfortunately for him, the black-haired beauty completely ignored him and continued 

walking toward the pyramid. 

'Forget it! She isn't worth my time.' Soloon, the vice guild master of one of seven guilds in the capital, 

mumbled before looking at the old man, ready to absorb any information he would have. 

During this time, the black-haired beauty, who was none other than Sakuya, chuckled and paid no heed 

to the Soloon's provocation; although she had not heard what he had in its entirety, she heard the last 

part which she decided to ignore it.  

After entering Exodus, Sakuya appeared in a forest; from then onward, she started completing a quest 

upon a quest to arrive here; she had no idea where she was. She would never have thought that she was 

fortunate to directly appear inside the tower which pierced the sky, the same tower most of the players 

who appear in Exodus dreamed of climbing up.  

Currently, Sakuya was on the fourth floor, and only by completing this floor quest would she be able to 

ascend, to climb up to the next level. It was possible to acquire almost anything inside this tower, which 

had multiple names: Fantasy Tower, Tower of Gods, or Sky Tower.  

Unaware lucky she was, Sakuya moved toward the pyramid in the distance at extreme speed, powered 

up by the Wind element; Sakuya speed increased drastically, and soon she arrived before the giant 

pyramid.  

''Looking at it from a close distance, this pyramid indeed does resemble the one in Egypt. Maybe they 

copied the design from the one on Earth. Fufufu! They seem to be multiple entrances; I shall pick one.'' 

Sakuya mumbled before pointing at one of the entrances before her; her chosen entrance was smaller 

than the others. The reason why Sakuya selected this entrance was simply because her instinct told her 

to do that.  



Sakuya walked forward, and with a few steps, she walked in; she appeared inside was looked like an 

arena. Suddenly, some footsteps echoed from the other side of the arena. Sakuya body turned 

immediately tense, and she immediately summoned her katana.  

Cackle! Cackle! 

''Not bad mortal, you are courageous.''  

''I'm Geb's son and Ra's former guard, also known as the master of power and battle-Set.''  

Simultaneously, in another part of the pyramid, a blue-haired beauty entered through one of the 

entrances and immediately frowned as she sensed something amiss. 

Chapter 550 - 532: Set 

Cackle Cackle!  

''Not bad mortal, you are courageous. I'm Geb's son and Ra's former guard, also known as the master of 

power and battle-Set.''  

From the other side, a towering man appeared; he had an extremely muscular body with bronze skin; 

this man had a fur pelt on his shoulder, a skull with two sharp antlers on it over his face, golden 

gauntlets were wrapped around his hands.  

Sakuya gulped; she could feel a huge pressure coming from this man; she instantly knew that this man 

was not going to be an easy one to deal with. Floating above the man who called himself Set was a dark 

gold window. 

{Set  

????? 

God of Power and Battle 

HP: 50 0000 } 

It was just a little bit of information, but this made Sakuya chuckle dejectedly.  

[Ïai Giri]  

Shiing!  

Almost faster than the light, Sakuya unsheathed her katana and executed an Iaï Slash.  

A horizontal wind slash was ushered toward Set, who stood proudly without the once of fear, suddenly 

he stretched one of his arms and literally broke apart Sakuya wind slash.  

Sakuya's eyes widened in a stupor; however, she had already fallen back while simultaneously checking 

her status. She had gained a few things since her arrival, one of them being the increase in level.  

[Mio Kaguya] 

Class: Magic Samurai 



Age: 18 

Female 

Race: High Human 

Level 102 

Experience Value: 40000/120900 

HP: 3500/3500 

MP: 3400/3500 

STA: 2750/2800 

Magic: Wind, Dark  

Attack: 1730 ➤ 1770 

Defense: 1070 ➤1110 

Agility: 1540 ➤1580 

Intelligence: 1330 ➤1370 

Luck: 1240 ➤1280 

BP: 80 

SP: 10 

Fame: 2000 

Gift: Katana Kaze no Yoroichï 

Skills: [Advanced Appraisal Level 8] [Language Comprehension] [Item box Level 6] [Kendo Level Max] 

[Swordsmanship Level Max] [Wind Slash] [Iaido Level 8] [Wind tornado Level 5] [Gale Slash Level 8] 

[Flying Slash Level 5] [Presence Detection Level 4] [Dark Vision Level 2] 

Special Abilities: [Dimensional Slash] [Shukuchi Level 5] [Sword Intent Level 5]  

Titles: [Otherworlder] [Kendo Master] [ Yamato Nadeshiko ] [Kendo Fanatic] [S Queen] [Slayer] 

[Swordmaster] [Goblin Slayer] 

Sakuya class hasn't changed even after coming to Exodus; she changed her name to Mio Kaguya, Kaguya 

was the name of her cousin she loved like a sister, but she died unexpectedly young.  

  ''Not bad mortal, but you will need to do more than that if you wish to challenge me a God.'' Set's voice 

echoed inside the arena.  

Sakuya let out a chuckle slide; her previous attack was just a probing, now she knew to which extent Set 

was strong. In the next instant, she sheathed her katana and closed her eyes before breathing in and 

out.  



Swoosh!  

Clang!  

''Oh? It seems that your speed and your attack have become a tad bit sharper.''  

Set declared as he blocked Sakuya's katana using his hand; he had been impressed by Sakuya attack; if 

he had not reacted faster, he would have been caught off guard and maybe received an injury.  

Sakuya was not flustered when her katana was caught like that; this was within expectation; she 

grinned, and her black eyes shone in dark luster before she mumbled.  

''Corrode!"  

Set immediately let go of the katana emitting an ominous black light; it was an instinctual reaction.  

Immediately following Set's retreat, Sakuya aimed her left-hand middle finger like a gun and shot sword 

energy at the retreating Set.  

A small sword light flew toward Set at incredible speed; he couldn't react; no, there was no need to 

react, the fur skin on top of his shoulder acting as decoration reacted in God's stead and moved to block 

the small sword of light.  

Cling!  

The small sword of light was blocked before vanishing; Sakuya had not gotten over her shock before Set 

disappeared and reappeared before her, then his fist struck.  

Bang! Bam! Swoosh!  

Sakuya's figure was launched into the sky, the green light covering her body, the last defense she had 

activated was flickering, in the process of breaking. 

Swoosh!  

Bam! Crack!  

''Gah!"  

Sakuya spurted blood and felt as if a great portion of her HP had been shaved off; she immediately made 

a choice. She put her skill on her Sword, intent on increasing it's to the highest level.  

Suddenly, a sharp formless aura escaped from Sakuya's body and blasted Set back; the God of Power 

and Battle was surprised. 

''What?" He exclaimed because he felt chill down his bac; a feeling of apprehension assaulted the Go,d 

and without turning back, he punched backward.  

Boom! 

His fist sliced through the air producing a sonic boom before meeting the thing lurking behind him.  

Bang! Kiiiiiin!!!  



Set was rooted on the spot; somehow, Sakuya's katana was in a deadlock with Set's fist.  

Meanwhile, Sakuya didn't only spend her skill points; even her BP was used on her attack stat; using her 

mind, she moved her katana to attack Set from the back while she at the front finally made a move. 

Sakuya raised her slender right arm, and it got covered in black light before she swung it while at the 

same time muttering the name of the technique she was using. 

[Dimensional Slash]  

Set golden eyes behind the skull mask widened, he felt extreme danger,; even though he was a God, he 

knew he would not come out unscathed if he were to receive the attack of that mortal, hence he used 

one of his trump cards, the fur skin on his shoulder disappeared, and an illusionary image of Lion 

appeared and stood before Sakuya, Set had already moved back fearing Sakuya mighty sword slash.  

However, to his utter amazement, he had been tricked, a God got tricked by a mortal; Sakuya had never 

intended to use Dimensional Slash, not like that; instead of using dimensional slash, she used Gale Slash 

to bisect the illusionary in two.  

The shocked Set reacted too late; Sakuya appeared behind him and unleashed Dimensional Slash. 

[Yami Maho Jigen Giri]  

Swoosh!  

The world turned black and white before suddenly getting sliced in two. 

Sakuya, who should have been overjoyed because she had succeeded in tricking a God, wasn't because 

the feeling of danger she was feeling increased; before she knew it, an unscathed Set appeared before 

her. She was slapped, a body was sent flying while she coughed blood. 

-1000  

Thud!  

Sakuya fell onto the ground before rolling; she wiped the blood around her mouth before summoning 

her katana.  

'This is not going to be an easy fight, but I can win; I will not go down without giving everything I've got.' 

Her eyes were filled with confidence, and this confidence came from the fact that she succeeded in 

shaving away 5000 HP with Dimensional Slash. 

''Mortal, I shall fight you using my real strength.'' Set declared, Sakuya clutched the hand of her katana 

tightly, ready for round two. 

Meanwhile, in another room, a particular scene was happening.  

The blue-haired beauty frowned upon entering what seemed to be a temple, she sensed no presence, 

but suddenly all of the hairs on her body rose, followed by a bright light assaulting her eyes. 

''What?" Artemia exclaimed and soon found herself standing in a familiar room; a feeling of déjà vu 

assaulted her. 



''Don't tell me?" She mumbled, shocked. Then the situation changed into something she feared.  

Inside a room, a boy and a girl were sitting on a big bed; silence permeated between them. 

Artemia, who was spectating, became immediately embarrassed as she knew exactly what would 

happen next. 

 


